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Unlocking business value by bringing 

the world on-chain

Blockchain is a transformative technology in many applications. It holds the promise to increase the 

efciency of many common business transactions, bring transparency to supply chains, and enable 

cooperation in  ays never before possible. 

But the blockchain industry of today has a fundamental ea d It is almost entirely po ered by 

speculative gambling. The biggest players in the industry make most of their money by enabling 

this speculation via exchanges, lending, and stablecoins. This situation is not sustainable. The 

current model rebuires an exponentially increasing number of ne  investors or a large pool of 

customers  illing to consistently lose money in order to continue to function. 

STRATO Mercata aims to address this issue by introducing real- orld assets to the blockchain. This 

 ill not only help ex issues at the heart of the blockchain economy, it  ill also bring the beneets of a 

decentralized, innovative blockchain ecosystem to the real economy.

Businesses Data

Businesses need to keep 

their proprietary data private

Interoperability

Private blockchains must 

be easily interoperable

Fraud Resistance

The expected cost of committing 

fraud must be very high
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Challenges

Examining problems with 

current blockchain solutions 

that limit business use



The popularity of crypto lending platforms like Voyager, BlockFi, Celsius, Ba el and Vauld show 

that there is a  for “safe” yield- earing crypto investments. 

Unfortunately crypto is notoriously short on relia le assetss

The core issue is that most of the crypto economy is  ased on negative sum exchange of 

speculative assets. There are no earnings  ecause no value is created. In most of crypto, the 

only way to make money is to take it from someone else. The illusion of positive-sum exchange 

is only possi le with a constant infow of new  uyers driving up pricess

Most of the real economy consists of the exchange of goods and services. If crypto wants to play 

a large role in the future, it must facilitate the exchange of real-world value. To do this, a solution 

is needed that overcomes the shortcomings of  oth pu lic and private  lockchains.

 strong demand within crypto

No earnings

Few tokens generate profts. 

Those that do rely on 

transaction fees generated 

mostly by speculators, who 

are often only interested in 

selling tokens on the 

exchange to another user for a 

higher price.

Most applications are for 

trading or gambling

With few exceptions, the 

applications that generate gas 

fees rely on people wanting to 

trade crypto or gamble. These 

applications can only take 

blockchain so far.

Most users only care about 

making money

Crypto generates returns by 

drawing in new users. But 

those new users are mostly 

interested in getting rich. This 

cycle is fundamentally 

unsustainable.
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Problems with the current 

blockchain economy

Blockchains excel at tracking and facilitating conditional 

exchange of assets



Benefts

Public blockchains are highly decentralized, making 

them more robust to node failures and network 

attacks.

They are also, as the name suggests, public. This 

openness means it is very easy for developers and 

entrepreneurs to create new decentralized 

applications that rely on public blockchains, which 

further increases their utility. 

The lack of gatekeepers combined with the diÎculty 

of falsifying on¨chain transactions makes 

cooperation easy even if neither party trusts one 

another.

Drawbacks

Public blockchains have many drawbacks that make 

them poorly suited for business use. 

Most are set up in such a way that anyone 

anonymously validate transactions by running a 

node. If a large bank wants to trade derivatives on a 

public blockchain, this presents problems; 

adversaries such as rival banks or even foreign 

countries could buy up a large stake in such systems 

and bring the entire banking system to a halt with a 

51% attack. 

The inherent open nature of transactions on the 

public blockchain is also a problem for business 

activity. As a rule, companies do not want their 

transactions disclosed to competitors. This was one 

of the chief motivations behind the creation of 

private blockchains.

No verifei iientitiee

Most companies need to know 

who they are doing business 

with for both regulatory and 

practical reasons
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Public Blockchains

Public blockchains are useful in many conte@ts, but they 

have shortcomings for business applications

Transactions are public

Companies want to keep most 

of their data private

Proprietar� currenc� e�posur 

Being forced to pay fees with a 

speculative token is inconvenient 

and exposes a company’s balance 

sheet to unpredictable risk



Incompatibility

Many private blockchains are 

not compatible with industry 

standards like ERC-20

Reduced innovation

The closed nature of private 

blockchains constrains growth 

and innovation

Less reliable

Private blockchains can have 

greater issues with reliability 

due to their small size
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Private Blockchains
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Business

Use Cases

Explore the ways blockchain 

can add value to existing 

business operations



Despite issues with both public and private blockchains, both are already being used in business 

applications. 

The modern world consists largely of entries in databases. A blockchain is, at its core, a 

database. Traditional databases, however, struggle when it comes to multi-stakeholder access. 

Database writes, traditionally controlled via AXI access, must be carefully managed by a trusted 

third party.

Blockchains are uniquely suited to solving coordination problems that arise in this type of setup.  

Any kind of business agreement that depends on on-chain data can be specifed and executed 

by the blockchain itself. This is particularly advantageous when it comes to repeated 

transactions with a similar structure such as business contracts. Blockchain allows for greater 

cooperation among parties that may not fully trust one another. Instead of trusting each other, 

participants trust the code and the blockchain protocol.

In the following pages, we give examples of some of the ways blockchains are already being 

used in business.

Traceability

Automatic traceability 

and auditability of 

assets

Reliability

Public blockchains 

resistant to outages due 

to their decentralized 

nature

Business agreements

Automatic transfer of funds and 

assets 
ia smart contracts in 

accordance 	ith business 

agreements
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Why Real-World Assets 

Need Blockchain

Blockchains excel at tracking and facilitating conditional 

exchange of assets



How It’s Done Now How It Coulr /e Done

The frst way blockchain can facilitate the exchange 

of real-world value is through adding traceability to 

supply chains. In  odern supply chains, each step in 

the production process often uses a diferent data 

syste . These syste s are rarely interoperable, 

 eaning suppliers don’t know where their products 

end up and distributors don’t know where their 

products ca e fro .

Integrating these syste s using traditional database 

technology involves tradeofs � it is challenging to 

 ake databases that are both accessible and 

secure.

As a result, data is usually passed between syste s 

using  anual data entry. This adds overhead and is 

an unpleasant task for e ployees.

Data syste s within a supply chain can be 

integrated using APIs and secured with blockchain.

Using the private shard architecture of STRATO 

Mercata, proprietary co pany data can be 

selectively revealed only to the parties with which 

the co pany wishes to share access. The i  utable 

nature of blockchain ensures that a full history of 

transactions will always be available.

This a ount of full traceability unlocks greater value 

for everyone in the supply chain; products that are 

certifed to be  ade in a certain way can often sell 

for a pre iu  � the value of which can be captured 

by all parties with relevant data.

A typical agricultural supply chain: The data systems don’t 

talk to one another.

A supply chain integrated using blockchain: The systems can 

are interoperable via blockchain APIs.
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Supply Chain Traceability

Blockchains excel at tracking and facilitating conditional 

exchange of assets in a supply chain



Rapid Innovation

 nabling new ofset 

technologies to enter the 

market rapidly

Transparency

Providing carbon credit data 

transparency and assurance 

for buyers

Better Incentives

Unbundling centralized 

market models to reduce 

conficts of interest

Fewer Middlemen

Reducing the role of 

intermediaries that add little 

value

Steady Income

 nsuring ongoing project 

income in secondary 

markets

Better ClatAorm

Delivering a more efcient, 

secure, and interoperable 

trading platform for buyers 

and sellers

Another clear business use case for blockchain is to 

facilitate carbon ofset markets, a rapidly growing part 

of the global solution to climate change.

To meet stringent greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction 

plans and “net zero” commitments, countries and 

corporations are increasing investments in carbon 

reduction projects worldwide.

Ranging from tree-planting to solar installations to 

direct air capture, these projects sell carbon credits to 

buyers seeking to ofset their emissionss  ach credit 

represents the atmospheric removal or avoidance of a 

carbon ton (t�p2e).

Due to e¤plosive demand for carbon credits, the global 

voluntary carbon market (n��) is e¤pected to grow 

50X by 2030 and as much as 100X by 2050.

Unfortunately, there are signi{cant faws in the n�� 

that are impeding its ability to scale efectivelys pne 

challenge is supply g current projects are not 

producing enough carbon credits to meet the 

demands ¢n many cases, the process for bringing new 

ofset methodologies to market is too time consuming 

and cumbersome.

Another problem is credit failure and fraud g 

according to multiple studies, anywhere between 

35-85% of carbon credits fail in their promise to reduce 

a carbon tons The global decarbonization imperative 

cannot succeed if the unit of account (t�p2e) is not 

credibles d1�s
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Carbon Credits & 昀�f�sets

Blockchain makes carbon markets more credible and 

scalable



Receivables fnancing methods — invoice factoring 

& asset-based lending — can be streamlined with a 

blockchain-native solution. For context, companies 

leverage receivables fnancing programs to unlock 

working capital from outstanding invoices, which in 

this case are the real-world asset. The funders in this 

situation, particularly those that do not have the 

large scale of industry leaders, often rely on slow, 

unreliable technology to facilitate these loans.

Letters of assignment, for example, are often sent 

via email in a way that can be spoofed by bad actors. 

When scammers make of with invoice payments, it 

leads to losses for both lenders and borrowers.

Another issue is the high cost of onboarding new 

customers, which requires extensive paperwork and 

adjudication. These slow, time-consuming processes 

increase customer acquisition costs for the entity 

providing the fnancingg

On STRATO Mercata, fnancial contracts and 

applications can be converted into smart contracts, 

thus expediting manual adjudication processes.È

Additionally, STRATO Mercata´s unique privacy shard 

structure allows organiÑations to selectively share 

relevant data with business partners or lenders in a 

secure manner.

KYC and AML are conducted on all entities as a 

prerequisite to using the system, further preventing 

fraud through theft of loan repayment. Universal 

Commercial Code searches will be conducted by 

operators of the network, along with accompanying 

flings with secretaries of state in the relevant 

jurisdictions.

Ultimately, these features create an environment 

where users can seamlessly transact on a secure 

peer-to-peer networkg
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Invoicing & Asset-Based 

Lending

Tracking collateral is easy when ownership is 

represented on the blockchain

How It�s Done �ow

Manua   oan 

ae�ueication

High-cost  oans Manua  eata entey

Unveeifee  ettees 

of assignment

How It Could Be Done

Veeifee  ettees of 

assignment

Automatic  oan 

ae�ueication

Less expensive 

 oans

Automatic 

eata entey





STRATO Mercata combines the best features of private blockchain with the rich feature set and 

network efects of a public blockchain. It is the technological backbone for a blockchain-based 

marketplace of real-world assets. It maintains many of the benefts of both public and private 

blockchains listed in the “Challenges” section, while introducing new features to address the 

drawbacks of each.

STRATO Mercata allows for selective privacy by storing sensitive company data in privacy shards. 

The state of those shards is hashed and written to the public main net, ensuring consistency 

between copies as well as auditability.

Privacy shards are grouped together into dapp realms. Each dapp realm has several default shards 

such as an organization shard, a factoring shard and and asset shard. They also have the option to 

add additional custom privacy shards. It’s possible for smart contracts in one dapp realm to access 

data from shards in another dapp, as illustrated in the diagram below.

To allow for easy code audits, smart contract source code is stored directly on the chain and 

interpreted by the SolidVM interpreter at runtime.
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What is STRATO Mercata?

STRATO Mercata is a network of interoperable private 

blockchains connected to a public main net
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Mep ernhio in the STRATO Meroata governanoe organization  iee  e granted  y governanoe 

tooenn, a digitae neourity that  iee grant itn o nern voting rightn and a oortion oo ootentiae outure oanh 

fo ns  undn rained through the naee oo thene governanoe tooenn  iee  e aeeooated to deveeoopent 

and gro th oo the STRATO Meroata net oros

Governed

Partioioantn  uy 

equity in the 

organization and 

reoeive governanoe 

tooenns

Voting

Tooen hoedern have 

voting rightn in the 

net oro DAO,  hioh 

inoeuden aooointing 

net oro vaeidatorns

Proft Sharing

Tooen hoedern reoeive 

a nhare oo net oro 

oroftn,  ith vaeidatorn 

reoeiving a higher 

oeroentages
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Governance

STRATO Meroata  iee  e adpinintered  y hoedern oo itn 

governanoe tooenn



Knowing who you do business with is an integral part of almost all businesses today. Companies 

and individuals who wish to write data to STRATO Mercata must go through an identity verifcation 

process. Once completed they will receive an x509 identity certifcated which forms the basis of each 

user’s identity on the network. 

Associating a real identity with network users will signifcantly raise the cost of committing fraudd a 

persistent headache for legitimate commerce on other blockchains. �y defaultd these identities and 

associated metadata will be visible to all parties that participate in a transaction with a given 

platform identity.
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Idtnaiay

Crypto has become a growing hotbed for fraud and 

money laundering due to anonymity. Identity can help.

Bcsii info visiblt 

ao arcnsciaion 

iounatr-pcraits

Idtnaiaits grcnatd 

cfatr KYC proitss

Mcy bt cuahoriztd

cs c (t(btr of 

orgcnizcaion

Idtnaiay vic =H<; 

Ctraificat



STRATO Mercata will support payment in multiple currencies via  attdenominated stablecoins 

issued by partnering institutions. The network will collect a small transaction fee to fund its 

operations and provide a return for investors in the project. 

Mercata will also ofer support for chargebacks, a popular feature of  at payment systems that 

allow buyers to dispute transactions in the case of broken or missing merchandise, fraud, or a 

number of other legitimate grievances.

Adjudication of chargeback disputes will be handled by entities authorized by the Mercata 

governance organization, who will be tasked with reviewing evidence submitted by each party and 

issuing a ruling. Both buyer and seller must mutually agree on a particular entity before it will be 

tasked with resolving the dispute. The liable party must pay for the charges, along with fees 

charged by the organization responsible for adjudication.

Digitally 

Signed

All transactions are 

digitally signed, 

making them legally 

binding according to 

US law.

Financially 

Backed

On STRATO Mercata,  

payments can be 

made via  attbacked 

stablecoins.

Network Fees

There’s a small 

transaction fee that 

will be public and set 

by the governing 

body. Stablecoin 

providers may set 

their own fees.
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Payments

Payments on STRATO Mercata can be made through a 

variety of currencies



Data privacy is another core focus of the platform. STRATO Mercata will allow companies to store 

confdential company data securely on the blockchain through the use of privacy shards..

Privacy shards are a low-overhead method for restricting data access to a subset of STRATO 

Mercata users. There are several diferent implementations of privacy shards in STRATO Mercata. 

These shards are grouped together into dapp privacy realms and include organizational shards, 

factoring shards, and asset shards. Data in each shard is visible only to dapp users that have read 

permissions or are in contact regarding invoice factoring.

Privacy shards connect their own private transactions to the main chain by putting a secure hash of 

a transaction into a block's transaction data. This allows a record of the transactions and data to be 

recorded on the main chain without exposing information to non-members. A user that does not 

have access to a privacy shard will only see the hashed data of the private chain, but the data will 

have no other indication of what transactions occurred on the private chain, or any other 

information about the chain such as its members or chain ID.
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Privacy

Sensitive data can be kept secure through the use of 

confgurable privacy shards



Other Considerations

Performance & Interoperability

STRATO.Mwot i .as  coia.tocaa-tc oi.tcm  io oboil.vo .oidsaiol.ai id od. ocictcba.bocw.ERC-20.oco.

am oi.tciio tia. id.ERC-721.oco.NFTan.Tcw.m oi.tc oi.tsoowiibl.as  coia.  csi.2.io ia tiocia. wo.

awtcidI.iccsgc.ow.oobb. w.  bw.ic.ws  id.ic i.aogioft iibl.cvwo.iomwn

Consensus Mechanism & 

Carbon xootprint

STRATO.Mwot i .sawa. . o tiot b. l� iioiw.F sbi.Tcbwo itw.tciawiasa.mwtc ioamI.ocotc.

tciasmwa.aogioft iibl.bwaa. cowo.ic i. occo.co. coc. bctctc oia.astc. a. oitcoin.
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Pioneering Blockchain: 

The BlockApps Story

BloccApps -as the frst company incu atel out oo 

in 2015 anl has createl several inlustry 

innovations incluling the launch oo the most po-eroul 

Bloccchain as a Service (BaaS) platoorm on the marcet 

callel

BloccApps -as also a oounling mem er oo the 

(the -orll’s largest open 

stanlarl  loccchain organization)s Kieren, Victor anl 

Jim also -orcel on Ethereum prior to its launch in 2015.

Since then BloccApps has launchel TraceHarvest in 

partnership -ith Bayer Crop Sciences in 2020, the frst 

 loccchain solution oo its cinl to tracc anl trace the oull 

lioecycle oo agricultural prolucts, starting at the seel 

sources  In Septem er oo 2021, -e launchel 

TraceCar on, a  loccchain enterprise application that 

ena les compliance anl transparency oor the CO2e 

ecosystem.

In Septem er oo 2022, -e launchel STRATO Mercata, a 

pu lic  loccchain oor  usiness, -ith the goal oo  ringing 

the  enefts oo  loccchain to reall-orll assetss

Consensys

STRATO

Enterprise Ethereum Alliance

 

 .
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Company Founded -  2015

Ethereum Launch - 2015

STRATO Launch - 2017

TraceHar>est Launch - 2020

TraceCarbon Launch - 2021

STRATO dercata Launch - 2022

CO-FOUNDER & CEO

Kieren James-Lubin

CO-FOUNDER & C�O

Victor Wong

C O

Jim Hormuzdiar

https://consensys.net/
https://blockapps.net/products/strato/
https://blockapps.net/resources/partners/enterprise-ethereum-alliance/


Next Steps
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Register for a STRATO Mercata account

https://login.blockapps.net

Start de�eloping on STRATO Mercata

https://docs.blockapps.net

Visit BlockApps’ Website

https://blockapps.net

Follow BlockApps on Twitter for Updates

https://twitter.co+/blockapps

Follow BlockApps on Linked1n

https://www.linkedin.co+/co+panJ/blockapps

https://twitter.com/blockapps
https://blockapps.net/
https://docs.blockapps.net/
https://login.blockapps.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blockapps
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